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Abstract
Data are a highly valuable asset for researchers. Earlier, researchers who conducted a study
permanently owned their data. Currently, however, these data can be used as a source for
performing further research. In 2018, the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors presented data sharing statements for clinical trials. Although this recommendation was limited to clinical trials published in medical journals, it is a meaningful change
that formalized the concept of data sharing. However, the trend of data sharing is expected
to spread beyond medical journals to include a wider range of scientific journals in the
near future. Correspondingly, platforms that provide storage and services to share data
will gradually diversify. The World Journal of Men’s Health has adopted a clinical data
sharing policy. The data deposit process to Harvard Dataverse, a well-known data repository, is as follows: first, select the type of article for data sharing; second, create an account; third, write a letter to the corresponding author; fourth, receive and validate data
from the authors; fifth, upload the data to Harvard Dataverse; and sixth, add a data sharing statement to the paper. It is recommended that scientific journal editors select an appropriate platform and participate in the new trend of data sharing.
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Introduction
It is very rewarding for researchers to inform their colleagues and the public about their research achievements through various channels of communication. The scientific advances
achieved by researchers have often led to various studies on similar subjects and follow-up
studies, thereby resulting in advances in the corresponding research field. By using data from
previous studies, fellow researchers have the opportunity to achieve more advanced results
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through research building upon earlier results. Therefore, research data are regarded as a valuable asset that can be shared
by all researchers, including those who conduct the research.
In 2018, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors presented data sharing statements for clinical trials [1].
Although this recommendation was limited to clinical trials
published in medical journals, it is a meaningful change that
formalized the concept of data sharing. Although many journal websites contain a data sharing policy, few journals actually apply a data sharing policy. Furthermore, several journals
have not yet adopted a policy. I would like to introduce the
data sharing implemented by the World Journal of Men’s
Health (WJMH) [1-3]. WJMH uses the Harvard Dataverse
repository (https://dataverse.harvard.edu). Although this is
just one example of a data sharing method, I hope that it can
alleviate some of the technical difficulties that the readers of
this article may experience.

How to Deposit Data to the Harvard Dataverse
Repository
Step 1. Select the type of article for data sharing
Although the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors recommends sharing data for clinical trials, data shar-

ing is possible for any paper, including basic research and meta-analyses, according to the decision of the journal’s editorial
committee. Therefore, the first step is to select the types of papers to which the data sharing policy is applicable. WJMH
currently recommends data sharing for all types of papers, except for narrative reviews and case reports.
Step 2. Create an account
Access https://dataverse.harvard.edu/ and create an account under the name of the editor-in-chief who is in charge of the journal or editorial office staff. It is important to ensure that the account can be maintained even if the editor changes. The name
of the newly created Dataverse account should preferably be the
same as the name of the journal (Fig. 1). Currently, the service is
free to use and each account is allocated 1 TB of storage.
Step 3. Write a letter to the corresponding author
After a paper submitted to the journal undergoes peer review
and is accepted, the editor sends a letter to the corresponding
author requesting data to be provided. If the authors do not
wish to share the data, they are instructed to state the reason.
The letter sent by WJMH provides an option for the authors
to indicate their reasons for not sharing the data (Fig. 2).
However, a letter to the corresponding author is not necessary

Fig. 1. Creating an account in Harvard Dataverse.
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Fig. 2. An example of a letter.

Fig. 3. Adding a new dataset.
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Fig. 4. Filling out the form to upload data.
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if the journal editor receives data during the submission process as part of the journal’s mandatory data sharing policy.
Step 4. Receive and validate data from the authors
When data are obtained from the author, they are temporarily
stored for each paper in the editorial office. This is the point
when data verification is required. Whether personal information is included or exposed is the most important factor to
evaluate. Data should be in a format that can be used in statistical programs, unlike texts, graphs, figures, and tables provided as supplements to a paper.
Step 5. Upload the data to Harvard Dataverse
When the accepted paper is fully edited, the previously received data file is uploaded to Harvard Dataverse. Access the
Harvard Dataverse webpage and select ‘add data’ and ‘new da-

taset’ (Fig. 3). On the screen for uploading data, fill in all of
the following items as instructed on the webpage (Fig. 4) [2].
Title: write the title of the article; author, contact: enter the
corresponding author’s information; description: write a brief
summary of the content of the article. The abstract of the article is usually included in this section; subject: choose the field
of study; and related publication: enter the article’s DOI, expected publication date, journal name, the ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) of the journal, and web page address. When this process is completed, data sharing is completed, and the DOI is assigned to the shared data.
Step 6. Add a data sharing statement to the paper
Add the data sharing statement to the final proof of the edited
paper (Fig. 5) [4].

Fig. 5. Data sharing statement added to the manuscript note.
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Conclusion
For editors and publishers, sharing data can be a cumbersome
process. However, data sharing provides opportunities for
new research through the collaborative use of existing data. It
may also increase the likelihood that the paper will be cited.
The trend of data sharing is expected to spread widely across
scientific and medical journals in all fields. Accordingly, platforms that provide storage and services for sharing data will
gradually diversify. Therefore, in the field of scientific journal
publication, it is recommended that editors select an appropriate platform and participate in the new trend of data sharing.
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